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Sea stars along the Pacific coast from Alaska to Mexico are dying in large numbers due to a sea 
star wasting syndrome. Early signs of the syndrome include a “deflated” appearance, unnatural 
twisting, or small lesions, eventually causing the adult body to 
fragment, arms to drop and the star to die. Although similar sea 
star wasting events have occurred previously, a mortality event 
with this broad geographic reach and approximately 12 species 
involved has never before been observed. 

Pete Raimondi in Central California reported a recent event 
seen by divers subtidally:  during November a mass mortality 
occurred along shores near Monterey, starting with sunflower 
stars (Pycnopodia helianthoides) all dying and falling off the 
walls and rocks, a week later, and in sequence: Solaster sp, 
Orthasterias koehleri (rainbow star), Pisaster brevispinus 
(giant pink star), Pisaster giganteus (giant star), Evasterias 
troschelii (mottled star), Pisaster ochraceus (ochre star), Dermasterias imbricata (leather star), 
Mediaster aequalis (vermilion star), Leptasterias spp (six-armed star), and Patiria miniata (bat star) 
all experienced high mortality. At about the same time, Laura James sent a video of a new die-off at 
Alki beach, Seattle: most of the hundreds of Ochre, Mottled and Sunflower Stars had died suddenly 
(check out her amazing video below, documenting this event). Chuck Greene, Laura and I went to 
Alki Beach for the night low tide on December 14. Expecting only dead and dying stars, we found 
130 Ochre stars and 50% of them looked pretty healthy, ie no lesions, contorted arms or falling off 
the rocks. This is the site where Laura documented over 90% of the stars that died subtidally. This 
was a new piece to the puzzle—stars at this site seemed to have found a refuge from disease risk in 
the higher intertidal. 

Also, in mid December, Ben Miner (WWU) and Laura James reported a new mortality event with many 
ochre, mottled and sunflower stars dying near Mukilteo, WA. This entire epidemic was first noted in 
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ochre stars in June 2013 along the Washington coast by researchers from Olympic National Park. 
In August, divers north of Vancouver, British Columbia reported massive die-offs of the sunflower 
star and shortly thereafter, other sea star species in the Pacific Northwest (PNW) region began 
showing signs of disease. Divers from Seadocs and researchers at FHL watched for a change, 
expecting our stars to also start dropping, but they held healthy in September, October and 

November.  But after these new mortalities, including 
big ones in lower Puget Sound, I came back to Friday 
Harbor in December worried that San Juan stars would 
finally catch it. Morgan Eisenlord, one of FHL’s 2013 
spring quarter ZOOBOT students, and I went to a place 
on the northeast side of San Juan Island (SJI), known 
to have relatively high populations of stars. The good 
news is we found no sick stars and 40 healthy ochre 
stars and 15 healthy sunflower stars. We also counted 
21 healthy sunflower stars on the town and lab docks. 
And Phil Green reports all is well with stars on Yellow 
Island. So it is an interesting puzzle: Why are our San 
Juan County sea stars so healthy?!

Will this wasting disease hit us this next time around 
or pass us by again? Did any of you see the film, World 
War Z?  It was about a super-infectious virus that 
caused people to turn to zombies. But the cool part is 
the solution. That people who had survived exposure to 

another infectious agent such as a bacterium were strangely protected. Our Pisaster populations 
did experience a similar wasting disease event two years ago and we lost quite a few stars. What 
if the survivors are those that were immune and they are the hardy population of today that is 
somehow resistant to the disease? We are also evaluating other hypotheses, such as whether our 
star populations are not dense enough to support an epidemic or there are strange currents that 
bypass the San Juan Islands. But we propose the zombie-inspired hypothesis, since it invokes an 
evolutionary process of natural selection for resistance to disease. 

This event is of particular interest because I run a NSF Research network, Evaluating the impacts 
of a changing ocean on management and ecology of infectious marine disease (http://www.eeb.
cornell.edu/ecologymarinedisease/Home/Home.html). And this is absolutely the type of situation 
we are dealing with in managing  marine health in the ocean. A sudden mortality event that 
was virtually unnoticed in 2011 because it happened fast and underwater, out of sight. A huge 
mass mortality event in 2013 that was finally noticed but for which no one knows the causative 
microorganism or even if it is truly infectious. Now begins the dedicated experimenting by many 
scientists to try and solve the puzzle of why, when, who and how. This event reminds us we 
need to do a better job of being prepared to detect, track and identify marine diseases. Maybe 
if we had learned more from the earlier outbreak we could have managed this better? The good 
news is probably 100 scientists and activists are on this case now, including Vancouver, Seattle 
and Monterey Bay Aquariums, each of which has experienced catastrophic losses of their captive 
seastars, and working hard in collaborative teams with Friday Harbor Laboratories. 

The million dollar question is: what is the causative microbial agent? My colleague at Cornell, 
Ian Hewson, is one of few echinoderm virologists in the world. Fortunately he was willing to 
sequence DNA in all the samples from the west coast. We didn’t know if it was a virus, but we 
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wanted to be sure to test for all possibilities: viruses, bacteria, fungi and protozoans. Work by 
Harley Newton, at the Bronx zoo, ruled out big things like protozoans and fungi that would show 
up in light microscope sections. Ian’s work on over a hundred seastar DNA samples, has shown 
the presence of both bacteria and viruses that could be involved and the experimental work to 
identify the causative agent continues. 

What can you do here and now on San Juan Island?  We absolutely need your help with both intertidal 
and subtidal surveys and will be getting the word out to citizen science groups. A description of a 
sampling protocol is included at Seastar Wasting.org. And for our local San Juan Island waters, if 
you enjoy a beautiful moonlight night tide and see sick seastars, please try to count how many 
sick and healthy ones you see and let Morgan Eisenlord know (morganeisenlord@gmail.com) so 
we can go check on them. Divers and other citizens wishing to contribute observations can join the 
seastarwasting.org data survey effort. We hope to capture the timing of new disease clusters, since 
so little is known about the rate and patterns of disease spread in the ocean. Detailed data will allow 
testing of hypotheses about potential causes. 

Please check out Laura James’ video of seastars from Alki at http://vimeo.com/80181246

For more information, please visit the following websites:

www.seastarwasting.org
vanaqua.org/act/research/sea-stars
echinoblog.blogspot.com/2013/09/starfish-wasting-disease.html
inaturalist.org/projects/pisaster-disaster-tracking-starfish-wasting-disease
www.sickstarfish.com
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